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QUESTION 1

An engineer has two Cisco UCM clusters and wants them using ILS with TLS Certificates. Cluster A (Pub and 1
Subscriber) will be the hub, and Cluster B (Pub and 1 Subscriber) will be the spoke. Both clusters have self-signed
certificates. The engineer has exchanged Publisher A and Subscriber B Tomcat certificates, but the connection fails.
What is the cause of the failure? 

A. The password is incorrect. 

B. Cluster IDs are not unique. 

C. The Tomcat certificate from Cluster B must be the Publisher. 

D. The engineer needs to exchange the CallManager certificate. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit. 



Calls incoming from the provider are not working through newly set up Cisco Unified Border Element. Provider
engineers get the 404 Not Found SIP message. Incoming calls are coming from the provider with called number
"222333444" and Cisco UCM is expecting the called number to be delivered as "444333222". The administrator already
verified that the IP address of the Cisco UCM is set up correctly, and there are no dial peers configured other than those
shown in the exhibit. Which action should the administrator take to fix the issue? 

A. Change the destination-pattern on the outgoing dial peer to match "444333222". 

B. Set up translation-profile on the incoming dial peer to match incoming traffic. 

C. Create specific matching for "222333444" on the incoming dial peer. 

D. Fix the voice translation-rule to match specifically number "222333444" and change it to "444333222". 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which action is correct with respect to toll fraud prevention configuration in the Cisco Unified Communications Manager
Express? 

A. Configure Direct Inward Dial for Incoming ISDN Calls with overlap dialing. 

B. Configure IP Address Trusted Authentication for Incoming VoIP Calls. 

C. Configure the command no ip address trusted authenticate under "voice service voip". 

D. Enable Secondary Dial tone on Analog and Digital FXO Ports. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/voice_ip_comm/cucme/admin/configuration/manual/cmeadm/cmetoll.
html#concept_ECC4F4E7ED0F45C594B703EEF34762F2 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibit. 



An engineer is troubleshooting an issue where inbound calls are failing after they are transferred. The provider reports
that UPDATE is not supported, and this is causing the calls to fail. Which command should resolve this issue? 

A. no midcall-signaling passthru 

B. no update-callerid 

C. no contact-passing 

D. rel1xx require "100rel" 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

In Cisco UCM, globalized call routing is implemented and must confirm that it is correctly implemented without making a
call. Which tool should be used for verification? 

A. Dialed Number Analyzer 

B. Real-Time Monitoring Tool 

C. SDI trace 

D. SDL trace 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6



An administrator discovers that employees are making unauthorized long-distance and international calls from logged-
off Extension Mobility phones when the authorized users are away from their desks. Which two configurations should
the administrator configure in the Cisco UCM to avoid this issue? (Choose two.) 

A. Add the long-distance and international pattern\\'s partitions to the calling search space of the physical phone. 

B. Remove the long-distance and international pattern\\'s partitions to the calling search space of the physical phone. 

C. Add the long-distance and international pattern\\'s partitions to the calling search space of the device profile. 

D. Add the long-distance and international pattern\\'s partitions to the calling search space of the physical phone\\'s
directory number. 

E. Remove long-distance and international pattern\\'s partitions from the calling search space of the device profile. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 7

Cisco SIP IP telephony is implemented on two floors of your company. Afterward, users report intermittent voice issues
in calls established between floors. All calls are established, and sometimes they work well, but sometimes there is one-
way audio or no audio. It is determined that there is a firewall between the floors, and the administrator reports that it is
allowing SIP signaling and UDP ports from 20000 to 22000 bidirectionally. What are two solutions for this issue?
(Choose two.) 

A. Go to the SIP profile assigned to these IP phones in Cisco UCM and change the range of media ports to
16384-32767 

B. Ask the firewall administrator to change the ports to TCP. 

C. Ask the firewall administrator to change the range of UDP ports to 16384-32767. 

D. Go to the SIP profile assigned to these IP phones in Cisco UCM and change the range of media ports to
20000-22000. 

E. Go to System Parameters in Cisco UCM and change the range of media ports to 20000-22000. 

Correct Answer: CD 

This question is tricky because it\\'s asking for two separate solutions. The wording suggests that it\\'s not looking for
two tasks to become one single solution. In this case, one solution is to change the ports on the SIP profile of the
phones to match the ports on the firewall. The other solution is to ask the firewall admin to change his ports to match the
ports in UCM. 

 

QUESTION 8

When configuring hunt groups, where does the administrator add the individual directory numbers that should be part of
the group? 

A. route group 

B. line group 



C. hunt list 

D. hunt pilot 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/voice_ip_comm/cucm/admin/12_0_1/systemConfig/cucm_b_system-
configuration-guide-1201/cucm_b_system-configuration-guide-1201_chapter_010101.html 

 

QUESTION 9

Refer to the exhibit. 

In an active SIP call between phone user A and phone user B, phone A initiates a call transfer to phone user C. What
are two results from this action? (Choose two.) 

A. Phone_A sends a SIP-REFER message to the Cisco Unified Communications Manager with Phone_C information in
the Refer-To section. 

B. Phone_B sends a SIP-REFER message to the Cisco Unified CM with Phone_C information in the Refer-To section. 

C. As soon as Phone_A presses the Transfer button for the first time, Phone_B hears the MOH and the MOH audio is
chosen from Phone_B User Hold MOH Audio Source settings. 

D. As soon as Phone_A presses the Transfer button for the first time, Phone_B hears the music on hold and the MOH
audio is chosen from Phone_A Network Hold MOH Audio Source settings. 

E. As soon as Phone_A presses the Transfer button for the first time, Phone_B hears the MOH and the MOH audio is
chosen from Phone_A User Hold MOH Audio Source settings. 

Correct Answer: AD 

User hold: With a user hold, a user presses the Hold button on a phone to explicitly place the caller on hold. If Phone A
and Phone B are having a conversation, and the user of Phone B presses the Hold button, Phone B\\'s user hold source
is 

streamed to Phone A. 

Network hold: A network hold occurs when a call is placed on hold as part of the processing of a supplementary service,
such as park, transfer, or conference. If Phone B presses the Transfer button to transfer a call, Phone A still gets
placed 

on hold but hears Phone B\\'s network audio source while the rest of the transfer operations complete. 



 

QUESTION 10

Where on Cisco UCM does the administrator configure the standard local route group for a group of devices? 

A. System > Location Info 

B. Call Routing > Route/Hunt > Local Route Group Names 

C. System > Device Pool 

D. Call Routing > Emergency Location > Emergency Location (ELIN) Groups 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.uccollabing.com/configuring-standard-local-route-group-cucm/ 

 

QUESTION 11

Refer to the exhibit. 

An administrator has configured a SIP trunk between two Cisco UCM clusters. For calls that should use the trunk, the
calls fail with a fast busy. The administrator checks the Cisco CallManager SDL traces and found that the cluster to
which the calling device is registered never sends an INVITE to the destination cluster. The administrator also verifies



that all nodes from both clusters are powered on, and the CallManager service is running. How is this issue resolved? 

A. The administrator must associate the route pattern with a calling search space the device can dial. 

B. The administrator needs to enable OPTIONS pings on the SIP trunks for both clusters. 

C. The administrator must allow connectivity so that TCP connections do not fail between the nodes. 

D. The administrator needs to disable OPTIONS pings on the SIP trunks for both clusters. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 12

Refer to the exhibit. 

While troubleshooting call failures on the Cisco Unified Border Element, an administrator notices that messages are
being sent to the service provide, but there is no response. The administrator later learns that this SIP provider does not
support PRACK. Which header should be removed from the SIP message to resolve this issue? 

A. Require: 100rel 

B. Content-Type: application/sdp 

C. Contact:  

D. Content-Disposition: session;handling=required 

Correct Answer: A 
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